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It’s 2014.

Another year clocks over and 

the cycle starts anew. You’ll 

trundle along to work day 

after day, where you’ll be ex-

pected to do your job quickly, 

efficiently, within budget and 

without hassle. And - let’s be 

honest - it probably won’t work out that way.

Despite your best efforts, Murphy’s law will rise up 

out of the cracks between moments and have its way 

with your fortunes. Anything that can go wrong, will 

go wrong.

But it’s our job to make your job that little bit easier - 

to help reduce the influence of Murphy’s law.

That’s why this month we’re looking at what can go 

wrong in a wholesale server virtualisation project. By 

this point it’s a pretty mature technology - but it turns 

out people still struggle with implementation in certain 

circumstances. So we’ve got some expert insight on how 

to prepare your people and your operation, in order to 

avoid these implementation issues.

And as always, if there’s a technology issue that you 

need a hand with, you can shoot me through an email 

at andrew@technologydecisions.com.au, and I’ll see 

what the experts have to say.

Andrew Collins, Editor
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Stephen Withers

As business intelligence tools are 

becoming more popular, vendors 

are offering them in different forms, 

on different devices and through 

different models.

Get smart
The changing face of business intelligence

B
usiness intelligence (BI) is be-

coming more pervasive, said Yel-

lowfin CIO Glen Rabie, noting 

that BI features are showing up 

in a widening range of packaged software 

and that organisations are becoming more 

aware of the value of data. And where BI has 

traditionally been used internally, changes 

in licensing models mean it is increasingly 

showing up in customer or supplier-facing 

dashboards - “a huge shift”, according to 

Rabie. For example, one of Yellowfin’s clients 

uses the product to provide dashboard-style 

report visualisations to its customers.

There is also growing awareness of the 

value of using data to predict what may 

happen and to decide which levers to pull 

in order to get the desired outcome, said 

James Foster, head of marketing at SAS 

Australia & New Zealand. He pointed 

to examples such as a Charles Sturt 

University project using sensor data to 

predict the best time to pick wine grapes, 

a logistics company re-using data needed 

for reporting purposes as an input to its 

quoting and route planning engines, and 

the Hong Kong government identifying 

patterns in its call centre data in order 

to proactively improve services.

Trevor Legg, APAC program manager for 

BI at Oracle, added the example of Oracle 

customer Ambulance Victoria, which is 
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“The chal lenge that remains is  get t ing a smal l  organisat ion’s 

data into a s t ructure that wi l l  enable the use of these cheaper 

tools .” – Conrad Bates,  C3 Business Solut ions

QlikTech’s QlikView is used by In-

ner East Melbourne Medicare Local 

(IEMML) to allow clinicians and other 

non-IT staff to explore data without 

needing specialist training, said James 

Belsey, lead solution architect at Qlik-

Tech ANZ.

Jason Ferriggi, data manager at IEMML, 

said, “Since deploying QlikView, we’ve 

seen major improvements in how we’re 

able to serve the local community. 

Through the software’s user-friendliness, 

our staff are saving between 20-30 hours 

per week on reporting and we are able 

to quickly pull valuable insights from 

community generated data, something 

that wasn’t possible previously.

“As a result, we’ve been able to improve the 

way we use government funding to sup-

port the health of over 680,000 residents 

of the inner east Melbourne region. We are 

also providing two health services and 170 

general practices in the area with real-time 

data to assist them in identifying potential 

gaps in their delivery of healthcare services.”

David Norman, national BI practice man-

ager at NEC, also observed this trend to 

enabling non-technical staff to do their 

own BI tasks, noting that it avoids the 

long lead times and expense of big de-

ployment projects and allows a more agile 

approach to BI.

Conrad Bates, managing partner at C3 

Business Solutions, noted that current tools 

(which he refers to as ‘BI 2.0’) are more 

lightweight than their predecessors such 

as Cognos, MicroStrategy, BusinessObjects 

and OBIEE.

“The BI 2.0 tools definitely have less 

‘clutter’ in the user interface but they do 

have some limited functionality compared 

to the original generation tools,” he said, 

predicting the emergence of analytics 

apps for particular purposes such as sales 

reporting, with user interfaces that are 

specifically tailored for that function and 

therefore more suited to self-service BI.

Mobility
“BI is going mobile,” said Paul Goepfert, 

marketing manager at Pronto Software. 

This is in line with a general shift towards 

mobile technology as people expect to use 

IT wherever they need it. Most use of BI will 

be on mobile devices within a few years, he 

said, “I’m in no doubt about that.” Conse-

quently, Pronto has adopted a ‘mobile first’ 

approach to development with an emphasis 

on user interfaces that can be used without 

training or manuals, and on providing ‘task 

intelligence’ that draws attention to the most 

important information.

Suhas Uliyar, vice president mobile strategy 

& product management at Oracle, agreed, 

saying, “Mobile BI is a great way for en-

terprises to get onto a mobile journey,” 

while Foster described mobile access to 

BI tools as “critical”. But Alec Gardner, 

general manager advanced analytics at 

Teradata, warned that mobile BI tends 

to increase the volume of queries, so it is 

important to make sure that the system 

has the back-end capacity to support the 

additional load.

Big data
There has been a lot of talk about big data, 

and according to Belsey it is starting to 
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using the company’s BI tools to perform 

real-time analytics to route patients to 

the most appropriate hospital.

Self-service
The desire to provide self-service en-

vironments is widespread among IT 

departments, Legg observed, and this 

applies to BI where users want to be 

able to build their own reports with little 

training rather than assigning the tasks 

to specialist analysts. Oracle’s BI tools are 

role-based to suit various jobs, and the 

data available is described in everyday 

business terms (eg, ‘revenue’) rather than 

database-specific terminology. 

Consequently, self-service accounts for 

up to 90% of BI use by the company’s 

customers, freeing up analysts to explore 

the data - to “uncover gems within the 

data” - rather than answering users’ 

questions.
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he said, is the way Candy Crush company 

King.com stores massive amounts of player 

information in Hadoop and then analyses 

it with QlikView.

Teradata customers have been doing what 

are now called big data projects for a long 

time, Gardner said, with banks, telecom-

munications carriers, logistics firms and 

government agencies using the technology 

to better understand their customers/cli-

ents, reduce risk and fraud (eg, the ATO 

used Teradata systems to identify around 

$130 million of fraudulent claims in a 

single year) and to improve operational 

efficiency. Using BI tools in real time to 

improve efficiency is a continuing trend, he 

suggested. But “having the holistic view of 

a person [ie, customer] is important”, he 

added: a mobile phone user experiencing 

a single dropped call probably does not 

consider it a big deal, but it is a differ-

ent story if three calls are dropped in the 

same day, especially if they all happen in 

the same place.

Cloud
Like so many aspects of IT, BI is starting 

to move into the cloud, and even where 

an on-premises deployment cannot be 

escaped it is possible to minimise entry 

costs by selecting a provider that offers 

an OPEX model, Norman said. There has 

never been a better choice of BI tools, 

and they are more affordable than ever, 

he added.

But Bates noted, “The challenge that 

remains is getting a small organisation’s 

data into a structure that will enable the 

use of these cheaper tools. This integra-

tion of their data would traditionally have 

been an ETL (extract, transform, load) 

platform in a data warehousing/business 

intelligence implementation.” So C3 has 

created a hosted data integration platform 

and now works with SMEs on hosted data 

integration from multiple applications and 

services, and BI reporting.

Built-in, add-on or third 
party?
There are three basic ways of obtaining BI 

tools. They may be baked into software 

you already use (eg, Pronto Xi or SQL 

Server 2012), offered as add-on modules 

(eg, Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise 

Edition, often abbreviated to OBIEE) or 

sold by third-party developers (eg, Yel-

lowfin). Naturally, each camp has its own 

view of the merits of the three approaches.

“Business software without BI is now dead,” 

asserted Goepfert (Pronto Xi includes 

IBM’s Cognos software, which was one 

of the early leaders in the BI market) as 

people increasingly want to understand 

what is happening and work intelligently 

rather than blindly following processes. 

They are accustomed to the graphical 

display of information on smartphones 

and also to being presented with signifi-

cant amounts of information (eg, sports 

coverage on TV), and they “are thirsty 

for the ‘why,’ not only the ‘how’”, he said.

One advantage of Pronto’s approach is 

that it provides a middle layer between 

the ERP data and the BI tools, making 

the latter easier to put to work. Some 

vendors provide ERP and BI but not that 

middle layer “because it is hard to do” and 

provides an opportunity to sell consulting 

services, he said.

However, Legg said that Oracle’s BI tools 

incorporate a world-class data model and 

provide many built-in KPIs, so its custom-

ers do not face a big consulting bill for 

implementation.

Pronto spends around 25 to 30% of its 

R&D budget on BI, Goepfert said, as its 

predominantly mid-market customers 

would not accept the consulting costs 

associated with traditional BI implementa-

tions. With Pronto, “80% of the BI analysis 

people want to do is actually there and 

available” in the form of content, cubes, 

dashboards, reports and indicators that are 

available straight out of the box, he said, 

allowing those mid-market customers to 

gain immediate benefits.

Brent Dunning, general manager of spe-

cialist tool supplier Gasweld, said the BI 

tools provided by Pronto were very easy to 

use and configure. The company previously 

had to produce digests of reports for use 

by senior managers, but they now received 

automatically the precise information 

they required. For example, it used to 

take an employee half a day to produce 
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Dunning’s weekly backorder report, but 

it is now generated automatically and 

the staff time is put to better use. And 

the enhanced reporting to store managers 

about customers that are on credit hold 

has improved efficiency and cash flow.

Dunning said new reports are written at 

Gasweld every day, cutting the white noise 

and giving people the information they 

actually need. This process is helped by 

the way data relating to accounts, payroll, 

inventory, manufacturing and other areas 

can be assembled into meaningful reports, 

he explained.

That experience aligned with Norman’s, 

which is that the main benefits of BI 

projects include replacing human-driven 

reporting (eg, consolidating spreadsheets) 

with automated processes and thereby 

providing the time for more productive 

activities, exploiting data that has not pre-

viously been combined (eg, combining HR 

and ERP data to reveal true performance) 

and providing a more accurate and less 

confusing view of the organisation’s data.

Rabie suggested that most ‘built-in’ BI 

tools were not designed-in by the com-

panies selling them, but were instead 

acquired (either as products or as part 

of a takeover) - fine if what you get fits 

your requirements, but these tools may 

not work with all the applications in use 

within the organisation, he warned.

Best-of-breed BI vendors are more focused 

on that technology than more broadly 

based vendors are, and so are more likely to 

respond to customer requests for changes 

and new features, said Rabie: “You do tend 

to work harder for the business.”

Furthermore, there is greater pressure on 

such vendors to be technology agnostic 

and willing to connect to “anything and 

everything”, he added.

Foster pointed to a Forrester Research 

finding that ‘best of breed vs suite’ was no 

longer a major selection criterion for BI 

software. “BI has matured and standard-

ised,” he said, claiming that SAS software 

is very well known, integrates easily with 

a wide range of other applications, and 

“provides richer features and functionality” 

than built-in BI tools.

SAS has advantages in three key areas, he 

said: data management (using multiple 

sources, whether they are internal or 

external and structured or unstructured), 

reporting (including the ability to embed 

advanced analytics into reports) and 

gaining insight (and perhaps even more 

importantly “making the insight action-

able” by delivering it to the right person 

at the right time).

“Business discovery is really what we do at 

QlikTech,” said Belsey. “It’s all about focus 

on the business user” and empowering 

them to get answers to questions about 

data quickly and independently, while 

enforcing appropriate access controls.

ERP systems typically provide bundled 

reports that answer the common questions, 

but to get full value from their data, or-

ganisations need to combine information 

from multiple systems. One customer - IST 

Financial Group - was spending between 

250 and 300 hours a month to assemble 

data from multiple sources, but after 

adopting QlikView that was reduced to 

less than 10 hours while gaining greater 

insight. These multisource reports can be 

constructed very quickly with QlikView, 

sometimes in hours or days rather than 

weeks or months. Belsey said that Amcor 

was able to combine the data from two 

very complex systems in just 25 days.

Legg suggested that “specialist” tools were 

suitable for reporting rather than BI, saying 

that Oracle’s strategy assumes customers 

are looking for high-value strategic BI 

aimed at changing the business. So the 

strategy is based on three pillars: optimise 

processes around organisation-level KPIs 

(not those relevant to an individual depart-

ment or function), simplify the technology 

(eg, via the company’s Engineered Systems 

approach which provides complete stacks 

from application to hardware as a single 

product) and innovate (eg, predictive 

analytics, mobile BI and support for 

unstructured data).

Oracle’s BI product originated with Siebel, 

he explained, but around four years ago the 

company decided to make it the standard 

for reporting across its product range. 

Consequently, some functions are present 

in each suite, but the various Oracle BI 

tools bring it all together. Furthermore, 

integration with non-Oracle applications 

is not only possible; Oracle’s pre-built 

data model means implementation can 

be significantly quicker than with some 

other products.

Gardner pointed out that Teradata’s sys-

tems are designed specifically for decision 

support and analytics. There are always 

multiple sources of data, he said, so Tera-

data takes care of gathering, consolidating 

and then analysing it.

The company does partner with com-

panies including Microsoft, Oracle and 

SAS, and their tools can be used to access 

Teradata stores.

Of all the people we interviewed for this 

article, Norman had the broadest view 

as NEC implements systems for its cus-

tomers using products from a range of 

vendors. While IBM, SAP, Microsoft and 

others have traditionally provided “pretty 

complete systems”, he said, organisations 

are increasingly calling for a multivendor 

approach and focusing more on business 

rather than technology issues.
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requirement to ‘take reasonable steps’ to demonstrate 
compliance without a clear understanding of exactly 
what is required.

The updated privacy act will implement 13 new 
Australian Privacy Principles (APP) to replace the existing 
Information Privacy Principles. The first major change 
is that the Privacy Commissioner will gain the power 
to investigate an organisation’s information security 
controls without receiving a complaint. Penalties range 
from $340,000 for an individual to $1.7 million for an 
agency, in addition to reputational brand damage that 
may result from such an investigation.

Ramsay says organisations needed to provide 
the Privacy Commissioner with an assessment of the 
effectiveness of their information system protection 
controls. “In reviewing the changes to the Australian 
Privacy Act, I conclude that IT security departments in 
both public and private sector organisations should take 
special note of key changes to the law and act now to 
prepare for these changes,” he said.

“From my review, it is clear that three key principles 
from this new privacy protection legislation are particularly 
relevant to IT Security.

“APP 1 requires open and transparent management 
of personal information. Entities must take ‘reasonable’ 
steps to implement practices, procedures and systems 
relating to the privacy code. 

“What makes this smell a little ‘SOXish’ is the 
imprecision of the term ‘reasonable steps’ to control 

Australian organisations risk financial and reputational 
damage if they fail to meet the challenges of this 
year’s Australian Privacy Act changes, warns Centrify 

Regional Director APAC Matt Ramsay.

Taking effect from March, the Privacy Amendment 
(Enhancing Privacy Protection) Act 2012 implements a 
new set of harmonised privacy principles to regulate 
the handling of personal information by both Australian 
businesses and government agencies. 

Ramsay warns that these changes risk emulating the 
cost and compliance challenges of the Sarbanes-Oxley 
(SOX) legislation in the US. “While SOX has raised 
the compliance bar for corporate reporting, it has had 
the unintended impact of creating a lot of uncertainty 
because of its lack of precision,” he said.

“SOX compliance costs and complexity have run 
out of control in the US during the past decade. The 
SOX legislation is prescriptive without being descriptive: 
it tells you to jump, but not how high. As a result, US 
corporations need to jump a very high bar indeed to 
avoid the threat of non-compliance.”

Enacted in 2002, the SOX law strengthened compliance 
standards for US public company boards, management 
and public accounting firms by requiring top managers to 
individually certify the accuracy of financial information, 
applying more severe penalties for fraudulent financial 
activity.

From March, Australian organisations will face the 
same challenge from the new privacy legislation — the 

SPONSORED CONTENT

AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY ACT 
CHANGES SMELL OF SOX
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such broad areas as data access and control, which are 
essential aspects of information security and cooperation 
between IT, legal, risk and executive management without 
any specific guidance as to which internal controls must 
be assessed.”

Ramsay says the second relevant principle, APP 8, 
establishes an entity’s responsibility for ensuring privacy 
for cross-border disclosure of personal information. “If 
you don’t comply, you could be liable here,” he warned.

“This may be particularly relevant when an organisation 
uses Cloud-based services such as Office 365, Salesforce, 
etc, that can hold personal information, yet may not be 
hosted in country. This scenario raises questions about 
potential privacy concerns and whether APP 8 issues 
are at play.

“The third relevant principle, APP 11, requires 
that an entity must take ‘reasonable steps’ to protect 
unauthorised access and disclosure of information. Here, 
the term ‘reasonable steps’ is problematic because it is 
qualitative rather than quantitative.”

Ramsay says the challenge posed by the new act 
was exacerbated by two major technology trends: Cloud 
services and mobility.

“Highly-connected pocket-sized devices coupled 
with Cloud-enabled enterprise applications make private 
details potentially more accessible and more vulnerable 
than at any time in our history,” he said.

“For organisations to successfully comply with this 
new legislative environment, they need to ask not only 
‘what private information should we protect?’ but also 
‘who has access and how should we protect it?’”

To comply with the new Australian Privacy Principles 
without onerous costs and complexity, Ramsay says 
organisations need to precisely manage individual 
identities by embracing approaches such as Single 
Sign On (SSO) authentication and least privilege access 
controls. “SSO provides a real-time corporate roadmap 
of an organisation’s APP compliance,” he said.

“SSO can also free your staff from needing to 
remember usernames and passwords and greatly simplify 
de-provisioning Cloud apps by tying all logons back to 
a single identity store such as Microsoft Active Directory.

“It is also highly likely that granting administrative 
privileges to numerous staff, whether at a local machine 
or wider level, will be regarded as unnecessary, far 
from best practice and thus entirely inconsistent with 
compliance to the new Australian Privacy Principles.”

About Centrify

Centrify provides Unified Identity Services across the 
data centre, cloud and mobile that result in one single 
login for users and one unified identity infrastructure for IT. 
Centrify’s solutions reduce costs and increase agility and 
security by leveraging an organisation’s existing identity 
infrastructure to enable centralised authentication, access 
control, privilege management, policy enforcement and 
compliance. Centrify customers typically reduce their 
costs associated with identity lifecycle management and 
compliance by more than 50%. With more than 5000 
customers worldwide, including approximately half of 
the Fortune 50 and more than 60 Federal agencies, 
Centrify is deployed on more than one million server, 
application and mobile device resources on-premise 
and in the cloud. For more information about Centrify 
and its solutions, call 1300 795 789 or visit http://www.
centrify.com/.

Centrify and Centrify User Suite are trademarks of Centrify 
Corporation in the United States and other countries. All 
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

www.centrify.com
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U
nfortunately, customer ser-

vice team churn can be an 

ongoing challenge for many 

CIOs and customer service 

team managers. It’s not uncommon for 

people to use a customer service role as 

a stepping stone into the business, with 

the future aim of moving to another role 

within the company. While ambition is a 

quality to be admired and encouraged in 

any employee, this does leave the customer 

service team in a difficult position.

The other major challenge in retaining 

customer service staff can be due to the 

very nature of the job itself. Customer 

service teams tend to manage a great deal of 

problems and frustrations from customers 

and the business on a daily basis. With a 

constant barrage of queries and requests, 

it can be difficult to keep customer service 

staff engaged and motivated.

Employee turnover can be disruptive 

and expensive and affect team morale, 

but there are a number of things you 

can do to turn this around. Focusing on 

the very people that staff your customer 

service team, ensuring you have efficient 

and supportive processes in place, and 

investing in the right technology will all 

combine to keep your customer service 

team happy, reduce churn and set your 

team up for the years ahead.

T E C H N I C A L LY 
S P E A K I N G

Retaining your customer 
service staff

Customer service teams are crucial 

to any organisation; they are the 

ones that are in contact with your 

customers long after the sales team 

has moved on.

Daniel Scheltinga, Asia Pacific Support 
and Services Director at Zendesk
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People
While your business is likely to have 

standard HR processes in place across the 

company, it pays to invest your own time 

and energy into your customer service staff. 

When it comes to effective staff retention 

strategies, one size doesn’t fit all, but below 

are a few points that can complement your 

company’s existing HR and development 

strategies to build a successful customer 

service team.

•	 Connect your team with peers - Sup-

port requests can be so varied it greatly 

assists to have contacts in different areas. 

With this in mind, arrange for different 

staff members from across the business 

to present to the customer service team 

on a regular basis, ideally weekly. This 

allows your customer service team to 

connect with different individuals within 

the company, whether that be marketing, 

finance, operations, sales or development.

•	  Give staff other responsibilities - Mix up 

the daily routine of customer service staff 

by asking them to create knowledge base 

articles, answer questions on a community 

forum or take on another responsibility 

like a team event planner.

•	  Share the load - Encourage other areas of 

the business, for example sales or devel-

opment, to sit with the customer service 

team and answer requests for support on a 

regular basis. This helps customer service 

staff network with their peers and keeps 

non-customer service staff in touch with 

the product and common customer feed-

back. It also tends to invoke a certain level 

of understanding and compassion from 

the wider business for what the customer 

service team does on a daily basis.

Process
Putting the right processes in place improves 

efficiency and effectiveness, and offers a 

reliable standard to make individual tasks 

and the work day simpler.

•	 Create a troubleshooting workflow - 

Developing a troubleshooting workflow 

allows customer service staff to follow 

an established methodology to trouble-

shoot known issues or channel requests 

to the correct person or group within 

the company. Run every support request 

through this workflow to aid continuous 

improvement.

•	  Use a knowledge base - A knowledge 

base provides an easily accessible central 

repository for processes and procedures. 

Encourage staff to contribute to, grow and 

own elements of the knowledge base.

•	  Develop an escalation process - Create a 

process that allows your customer service 

staff to easily escalate to a manager or 

co-worker when things get difficult. This 

takes the pressure off those on the front 

line and allows customers to see their 

support request progressing.

•	  Follow the DARK principle - Where pos-

sible, everything should be Documented, 

Automated, Repeatable and Kept simple.

•	  Allow for flexibility - While processes 

are an important and helpful part of any 

customer service role, don’t make processes 

too rigid. Allow some flexibility and give 

your staff the power to do their job the 

best way they can.

Technology
There are many applications such as Conflu-

ence, Yammer and Flowdoc that can make 

the work of your customer service team 

more efficient.

Distribute knowledge - Help your customer 

service team share critical information in 

real time by adopting applications such as 

Flowdoc. For non-critical information, use 

a knowledge base to share information and 

best practice.

Embrace a remote workforce - Gone 

are the days when individuals need to be 

physically situated in the office to perform 

their job, and customer service teams are no 

exception. There are enormous benefits to 

allowing staff to work remotely, from happy 

staff who find it easier to juggle work and 

family, to ensuring you can employ the best 

people, no matter where they live.

The introduction of voice technology means 

that customer service staff can answer 

inbound or make outbound calls from 

their computer or existing home landline 

or mobile phones, with all phone calls 

and voicemails automatically recorded and 

transcribed into support requests.

Look to the cloud - Cloud-based cus-

tomer service software can help customer 

service teams have all customer requests 

go through one place, regardless of where 

they originated. Queries can also be handled 

from smartphones and tablets, so customer 

service teams can respond to customer 

queries while they are out of the office or 

outside office hours.
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       work
Protecting pubs’ power with UPSs

T
he ALH Group, which operates more than 320 licensed 

venues and over 460 retail liquor outlets across Australia, 

has implemented an uninterruptible power supply 

(UPS) at each of its pubs.

ALH’s brands include BWS and Dan Murphy’s, and its interests 

include electronic gaming, sports bars, bistros, restaurants, cafes, 

retail liquor, accommodation, nightclubs and wagering. The last 

10 years have seen the organisation acquire new pubs and venues.

Two years ago, ALH embarked on an infrastructure overhaul 

to upgrade and improve communications capabilities. This 

involved replacing its existing network and appointing a new 

carriage provider. As part of the project, ALH needed to source 

and install racks to hold the new networking equipment. In 

addition, the company decided it was time to protect the network 

by equipping all pubs with UPS devices.

“Racks were essential for this in order to house and 

consolidate all the core communications infrastructure on-

site. In addition, we wanted a UPS at each pub to provide 

visibility into power issues. In the past, some of the Queensland 

properties had been equipped with UPSs, mainly because they 

had experienced frequent power supply issues. In the other states, 

we’d always had a view to do something to protect power but 

had never got around to it. The network refresh gave us that 

opportunity,” Judd said.

Judd carried out a review of potential appliances. “Reliability 

was essential for uptime of the network and for maintenance 

and warranty of network equipment. We use Cisco end-to-end 

communications products and it was key that we protect this 

environment from surges and other problems.”

Following the review, ALH selected Eaton and organised 

with the vendor to equip 280 pubs across the country with 

racks and UPS devices. The vendor’s partner, DESA, was tasked 

with project management, including logistics and installation. 

Work on the project started in January 2012 - but the plans 

were soon revised.

“As all the rollout was happening we acquired another 35 

pubs. They had to be brought on board quickly, so we got Eaton 

to facilitate them also,” Judd noted.

In total, 326 pubs received the new racks and power protection 

infrastructure - including server racks, UPS, monitoring software, 

surge protection devices and other accessories - over a period 

of 14 months.

The UPS devices are now providing visibility into power 

across the network. Automatically generated reports provide 

Judd and his team with notifications of variations in power 

supply, such as spikes or loss of power. The devices are keeping 

the pubs connected and protecting the infrastructure whenever 

the power goes out.

“From the start, the network reporting has given us a lot 

more visibility into our communications. The products stand 

up well and never miss a beat. I’ve never had to deal with 

them; we’ve had no bugs or issues in any shape or form. The 

UPSs give resilience to all the network infrastructure that lies 

behind them. They deliver the service level agreements for the 

business,” Judd said.

Richard Judd, technical team leader at ALH Group, said: “The 

back-of-house environments could best be described as unique, 

diverse and interesting. The network refresh was an opportunity 

to standardise the environment across the board, making it easier 

to maintain and manage. In the process, we were also creating 

a template for future rollouts and acquisitions.
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F R O M  T H E
F R O N T L I N E

To virtualise or not 
to virtualise

Server virtualisation is now mainstream in Australia and New Zealand. But 

there are still some workloads that can cause problems to the unprepared 

when they are virtualised, and uncooperative software vendors don’t make 

life any easier.

Andrew Collins
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nterestingly, Australia and New 

Zealand are leading the pack when 

it comes to adopting server virtualisa-

tion, with more than 80% of server 

operating systems running as virtualised 

machines, according to Gartner’s Michael 

Warrilow. This is in comparison to the 

global figure of 74.9%.

Traditional virtualisation wisdom dictates 

that there are some functions, workloads 

or types of server that shouldn’t be virtu-

alised - particularly those with high IOPS 

(input/output operations per second). In 

these cases, the virtual machines (VMs) 

sitting on top of a hypervisor simply can’t 

get enough access to a host machine’s 

physical resources, meaning applications 

just won’t work. Or so the traditional 

wisdom goes.

While that wisdom may once have rung 

true, Kevin McIsaac reckons it’s not the 

case these days. He says the idea that VMs 

can’t handle applications with high IOPS 

is “completely incorrect”.

“The virtualisation platform does not 

necessarily mean that you’re not going to 

get throughput, or good memory, or good 

CPU. In fact, there are published tests 

from VMware that show over a million 

IOPS for a virtual machine. Show me a 

vendor who needs a million IOPS, and I’ll 

show you someone who’s got very badly 

written something,” he says.

“The story that they can’t get the IOPS 

is actually a lie. There are usually other 

reasons why they don’t want to do it. The 

most common one is that the vendor has 

just not got off their arse and tested it on 

a virtual machine.”

Other times, McIsaac says, a software sup-

plier’s sales reps will lie and claim their 

company won’t support their software if used 

on another vendor’s virtualisation platform. 

In reality, the sales reps are just trying “to 

sell their entire stack end to end”.

However, you can run into problems with 

IOPS on a virtual platform if the environ-

ment is misconfigured. “If you don’t actually 

architect the layout of the disk, or the number 

of paths, or the way you set queues, and 

that kind of technical mumbo jumbo, you 

can get poor performance,” McIsaac says.

In fact, “today, there are only a couple of 

things that really can’t run in a virtual ma-

chine”, he says, with the only real exceptions 

being those that involve highly specialised 

hardware, like specific fax cards, graphics 

cards, I/O cards or NICs.

Gartner’s Warrilow believes similar, saying 

that some corner cases - including some ap-

plications that are “very sensitive to real-time 

capabilities” - aren’t really suited to server 

virtualisation. And while these use cases are 

few, “they can be very important and very 

sophisticated workloads”.

“Generally with each new release of soft-

ware, those use cases get a little bit smaller, 

and a little bit less of an issue, but there 

are always going to be holdouts,” he says.

At work
But there are current examples of Aus-

tralian and New Zealand organisations 

approaching server virtualisation differ-

ently for some functions. Gunnersen, a 

manufacturer and distributor of wood-

based building products, provides one such 

example. Gunnersen had largely embraced 

a SAN-based server virtualisation set-up, 

which worked well until it decided to 

implement a new ERP system.

“The suppliers of the new ERP system 

were insisting that the primary database 

server - which was based on Microsoft 

SQL - should run on a dedicated piece 

of tin. They didn’t think you would be 

able to get an adequate disk access envi-

ronment for the high demand that SQL 

was going to be putting on the database,” 

Watson says.

“We tended to agree with them with that 

possibility. The SANs that we were using 

met our basic requirements, but if you 

really pushed it hard, the SAN - because 

it was a network-based connection and 

a virtualised environment - meant that 

you probably were not going to get the 

I/O throughput that we would possibly 

require,” he says.
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The company has therefore adopted Nuta-

nix servers. “It’s all still virtualised,” Watson 

says, but it provides better throughput 

than the old SAN-based environment, 

in order to satisfy the requirements of 

the ERP system.

“As far as virtualisation is concerned, we’ve 

never had a problem with anything we’ve 

tried to do. We’ve had suppliers say to us: 

no, our system won’t run in virtualised 

environments, or no, that OS won’t run 

in a virtualised environment, but most of 

the time we’ve found that’s not correct - 

it’s just they haven’t been willing to play 

with it or test it or stick their neck out 

on it,” he says.

Masterpet, a pet services and products 

company, has two virtualisation environ-

ments - one in NZ and one in Australia - 

each with 20 production servers virtualised 

over three physical hosts. Like Gunnersen, 

Masterpet has approached its SQL-based 

ERP server differently when it comes to 

virtualisation. The company has its ERP 

on a dedicated physical box.

“And that’s just for sheer grunt. Our 

physical ERP box has got some pretty 

impressive disk performance. It is just 

a pure grunt box - it’s all it does for us 

every day,” White says.

The company is testing virtualisation of 

its ERP with Windows Server 2012 and 

the latest version of SQL, “to see how it 

runs and what impact it has on the rest 

of the infrastructure”.

Masterpet also has a physical box for one 

of its domain controllers (DCs). “We did 

virtualise it, and then we realised … as the 

environment powers up, it is quite nice to 

have the DC up and ready for things to 

talk to,” says White. Without a separate 

DC, “we’ve found that things would fire 

up and if something wasn’t happy, you’ve 

got to reboot it again. And the actual 

power-up time just becomes fairly large.”

Watson notes that “even if we do have 

a physical host for the DC and the ERP, 

we still throw our basic version of VM-

ware on there. So they still sit on top of 

the virtualisation layer. So really we are 

virtualising everything - we’re just giving 

those guys a big slice of grunt, exclusively 

to themselves. I think the virtualisation 

layer is definitely up to it - it’s just about 

how you share it out.”

Obstinate vendors
While some software sales reps are lying 

when they say their company doesn’t sup-

port server virtualisation, some software 

vendors actually will refuse to support 

their product on virtual environments.

McIsaac has a simple solution. If it’s a 

smaller software supplier, tell them you 

have a virtualisation-first approach, and 

if they don’t support virtualisation they’re 

out of the tender. Their position may 

change very quickly.

“If they’re a large vendor, you just need to 

work your way up the management chain 

and find somebody who is more aligned 

around the company policy, rather than 

a personal sales agenda,” he says.

Alternatively, approach your virtualisation 

vendor and ask them to point you to other 

customers who are using large workloads, 

“and confront the vendor with their lie”, 

McIsaac says.

And if you’re a VMware customer, the 

virtualisation vendor may give you a hand 

with support. “I’d lean on my VMware 

account manager” to help sort it out, 

McIsaac says.

There are those software vendors who, if 

you experience an error with an applica-

tion on a virtual server, will ask that you 

reproduce the error on a physical box.

And according to Warrilow, it’s “probably 

fair to ask that [the customer] replicate 

the problem in a physical environment, 

even just from a problem determination 

perspective”.

If it’s any consolation, Warrilow says that 

“software suppliers that outright refuse to 

support their product on a virtual server 

are shooting themselves in the foot. In 

Australia in particular, where 80%+ of all 

server OS instances are virtualised, they’re 

leaving themselves 20% of the market.”

So, aside from those regions of the world 

where server virtualisation has low adop-

tion, “it’s going to be prudent and wise to 

support server virtualisation if you’re an 

ISV”, Warrilow says.

A people problem
While server virtualisation might work fine 

in ideal circumstances, there are still plenty 

of things that can go wrong. To avoid such 

an outcome, Watson suggests that you make 

sure you have the right people, as far as 

knowledge and skills are concerned, which 

may mean engaging a third-party support 

organisation to help.

“You need to make sure you have ready and 

immediate access to the everyday techni-

cal skills that are necessary to do this. It’s 

something people don’t do all the time, so 

you’re unlikely to have it in your own office. 

I would look for an organisation that’s got 

fairly deep resources that can do it, and 

I’d be prepared to pay for it,” Watson says.

For those with concerns about moving a 

particular app to a virtual server, Warrilow 

says: “There are technical communities 

where you can ask for the war stories … 

around how well the application runs and 

if there are any gotchas.”
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Data centre redesign provides flexibility for 
next decade

S
outhern Cross Health Society has rejigged its data centre 

design, boosting the facility’s energy efficiency and 

providing enough flexibility to cover the organisation’s 

racking needs for the next 10 years.

Founded in 1961, Southern Cross provides health insurance 

and a range of health and wellness services to its more than 

800,000 members. To deliver its services, Southern Cross Health 

Society relies on its IT systems.

“When it comes to IT, like any major organisation, we can’t 

afford to miss a beat. We need to know that the data we’re 

capturing, and the business processes we’re supporting, are 

protected,” said April Walker, head of information systems and 

business change, Southern Cross Health Society.

Southern Cross had outgrown its old premises. With Auckland 

employees spread across two different locations and the main 

building not fit for required purposes, the organisation needed to 

relocate. Bringing the Auckland-based operations of the society 

together in one location would also mean improved efficiency 

and productivity for the staff and business.

The organisation’s previous computer room was dated. It 

had grown organically over a long period, leading to power 

and cooling inefficiencies as well as capacity and performance 

problems. The change of premises provided an opportunity for 

Southern Cross to rethink its approach to IT and overcome 

issues presented by the legacy system.

Southern Cross took a proactive role in the construction 

required for the new office fit-out and got involved in designing 

the new data centre space. As part of this, the engineer on the 

project approached Schneider Electric to assist.

“Initially, Schneider Electric was brought in to advise on 

uninterruptible power supply (UPS) solutions; but we soon 

saw the benefit of using their expertise in data centre design 
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InRow RDs, Symmetra PX UPS, hot aisle containment system 

(HACS) and environment management.

The StruxureWare Operations data centre infrastructure 

management (DCIM) software is built in to enable Datacom to 

host the data centre remotely. It facilitates ongoing monitoring 

and alert management by Datacom, again adding to the system’s 

overall resilience.

“[The] solution - including racking, power and cooling, as 

well as UPS - was innovative and responded to our needs. The 

modular design, with all elements completely enclosed, builds 

the resilience of the entire data centre. It means that, if for any 

reason there is a single failure in one module, it’s a non-event 

to us and doesn’t impact on our operations,” said Walker.

Southern Cross now has a maintenance agreement with 

Datacom and Schneider Electric to cover all aspects of the 

data centre.

The new data centre is more energy efficient and greatly 

reduced in size. The active-active configuration of the data 

centre architecture and built-in redundancy across all modules 

helps improve resilience.

“The new data centre design is flexible enough to meet 

Southern Cross’s racking needs for the next 10 years. And we 

can easily add another two racks using this modular design,” 

said Walker.

and implementation to help us save on space, achieve greater 

energy efficiency and boost the overall performance of the 

facility,” said Walker.

The vendor worked with Southern Cross’s IT facility 

management supplier, Datacom, on the project. Over the course 

of about six weeks, the team designed a modular, high-density 

data centre.

Central to the new data centre design was the APC InfraStruxure 

(ISX) architecture, comprising a configuration of eight racks, four 

http://www.gartner.com/ap/datacenter
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B
usiness intelligence refers to 

technology that helps companies 

make better decisions. Tradition-

ally, BI includes reports, dash-

boards and scorecards that monitor various 

parts of the operation. BI enhances business 

data by turning it into useful information, or 

builds knowledge by gathering insight about 

a particular domain - from production to 

sales, finance to HR.

Enterprises started to adopt BI on a wide 

scale 25 years ago. The initial motivation 

was to empower executive managers with 

current insight about business operations 

so they could align corporate strategy with 

employee performance and culture. For a 

long time, the BI market was dominated by 

two types of tools: one that generated static 

reports for the masses and another that used 

analytics to help technically savvy users slice 

and dice data in very sophisticated ways.

As the years passed and the value of BI 

became apparent, industry pundits coined 

the term ‘pervasive BI’ to describe a more 

extensive vision. Everyone makes decisions, 

they reasoned, so why not help them make 

more informed, fact-based decisions? This 

philosophy launched a wave of end-user-

oriented BI tools. And yet the reality is that 

BI penetration remains dismally low. Today, 

T E C H N I C A L LY 
S P E A K I N G

Different strokes for 
different folks
The future of ‘pervasive BI’

Many business intelligence (BI) tools 

present a ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution. 

But the BI tools of the future might 

look quite different.

Dr Rado Kotorov, Vice President of Product 
Marketing at Information Builders
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less than 30% of potential BI users actually 

use BI, according to Gartner.

Stuck in the past
One reason for this disparity is that business 

professionals and BI vendors often cling to 

yesterday’s perspective that BI is for analysts. 

Economists call this ‘path dependency’ - fol-

lowing the same old approach instead of 

switching paths. Every time a BI initiative 

fails to expand beyond the early-adopter 

phase (which typically includes the analysts 

who have selected the solution), they tend to 

blame it on the usability of the tools. What’s 

the typical solution? Get new tools, of course, 

in the hopes of remedying the situation. 

The success rate does not increase in each 

cycle - but the frustration certainly does!

Usability is important, but we should also 

consider what behavioural economists have 

learned about the human decision-making 

process. Nobel Prize laureate Daniel Kahne-

man describes two sides of the brain in his 

book Thinking, Fast and Slow. One side of the 

brain makes a decision in a split second; the 

other side takes time to analyse and ponder 

the facts. Other behavioural economists have 

coined the term ‘tacit knowledge’ to describe 

how professionals use their experience to 

quickly glean facts and make decisions. Our 

fast and slow mental systems work together. 

And so it should be in the enterprise as we 

set our minds to solving a variety of busi-

ness problems.

For a similar example in the business world, 

take a look at labour statistics to see how 

jobs are allocated. The US workforce includes 

two million employees with the word ‘ana-

lyst’ in their titles. On top of that, there are 

six million executives, 19 million managers 

and 70 million operational employees with 

decision-making authority. This division of 

labour reflects an important issue in the 

decision-making potential of most enter-

prises. The two million analysts spend 90% 

of their time analysing data. The rest of the 

employees must make decisions very quickly 

to expedite the execution of vital tasks.

Clearly analysts need sophisticated BI tools 

to do their jobs. And as the volume, variety 

and velocity of data grows, these professionals 

require progressively more powerful tools 

for data management, data integration, data 

quality and data analysis. Some analysts need 

ad hoc tools to answer routine questions. 

Others need a general-purpose BI environ-

ment to uncover new ideas and create new 

products. For multivariate datasets, analysts 

need machine-learning tools that can detect 

patterns in large volumes of data. And, of 

course, statisticians need specialised tools to 

model data and create predictive applications. 

All of these professionals have different skills 

and roles within the enterprise. One tool 

would definitely not fit all.

Consider the software tools that Adobe 

has brought to the world of publishing. 

Adobe’s suite of products accommodates a 

broad division of labour, with photo edit-

ing tools to work with individual images, 

illustration tools for drawing and design 

tools for laying out entire magazines. 

Adobe’s success in this market stems, in 

part, from the interoperability of these 

tools: a project begun in one of them can 

be passed on to another.

Similarly, the BI industry should never have 

attempted to package every conceivable 

function into one tool set. Far better to 

create a related family of tools that serves 

a diverse group of data-management pro-

fessionals - and, increasingly, rank-and-file 

business professionals as well.

Keeping it simple
Remember, despite their varying needs, pro-

fessional analysts comprise a small segment 

of the decision-making workforce. What 

about the 100 million working profession-

als who need information at a glance? We 

can’t saddle them with unwieldy BI tools 

that require a learning curve. This busy 

segment of the workforce is accustomed to 

simple, intuitive apps that yield answers with 

a couple of clicks or taps, like the weather 

app on your phone. Enter a postcode to 

see the five-day forecast, then tap an icon 

or two to drill into the details. Whether 

you want an hour-by-hour breakdown or 

a moving satellite image, it’s obvious what 

you are supposed to do.

This is exactly what business professionals 

need: simple BI apps that can answer basic 

questions - ideally, with a user interface that 

has been tailored to the job function at hand. 

Pair this functionality with an app-store-like 

portal, where users can assemble their own 

dashboards from a library of components, 

and you have a great way to expand an 

organisation’s decision-making potential.

This vision represents an entirely different 

mindset from what the BI industry has 
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SIEMON’s

LC BladePatch
REVOLUTIONIZING HIGH DENSITY FIBER PATCHING

®

W W W . S I E M O N . C O M / A U /  

Innovative, Easy Access, Push-Pull Latch Activation

The push-pull design enables
easy access and removal via
the boot in tight-fitting areas

Fits within any standard LC
adapter opening or LC SFP
module 

Low profile boot design
optimizes side-stackability

Multimode: 50/125 OM3 and OM4
Singlemode (UPC): OS2 

Exclusive rotating latch
design supports simple
field polarity changes
without the risk of fiber
damage

Specifically designed to simplify fiber jumper access in tight-fitting, high-density patching
environments, Siemon’s revolutionary LC BladePatch fiber jumpers feature an exclusive
boot/latch mechanism that allows the cord to be securely inserted and easily removed via
the push-pull boot – eliminating the need for direct access to the latch in space challenged
applications.  In addition to the innovative push-pull design, the duplex LC BladePatch
latches can be rotated 180 degrees to quickly and easily make polarity corrections. 

These new innovative jumpers utilize a smaller diameter uni-tube cable  that reduces cable
pathway congestion for improved airflow and energy efficiency as well as simplifying overall
cable management. Combined with its low-loss Multimode and Singlemode performance,
the LC BladePatch is the ideal LC fiber patching solution for today’s high-speed, high-density
network connectivity needs.

Learn more and engage with Siemon experts at www.siemon.com/lcbp
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espoused for most of its history. Rather 

than waiting for IT to develop dashboards 

and reports, business users can manage 

their own content in the portal. They can 

assemble their own dashboards by dragging 

and dropping the pertinent components 

from a repository or choose job and func-

tion specifics. This is precisely the type of 

consumer-oriented approach that can make 

BI pervasive. Casual business users want to 

manage their own content via interactive 

apps that are limited in scope and focused 

on a specific business problem. Whether 

they are at the office or on the go, they 

can call up the right app, interact with it 

and get the results they need.

Unlike full-fledged BI applications, these 

apps aren’t designed to manipulate arbitrary 

data sets. They only include the data that 

is pertinent to the problem at hand. While 

dashboards and reports might require you 

to go back to IT for additions and cus-

tomisations, these apps let you customise 

your content with ordinary controls such 

as drop-down boxes and clickable graphs. 

This self-service approach permits ordinary 

people to get answers fast, without calling 

an analyst or loading up a spreadsheet.

Pervasive BI - revisited
Professional analysts will always want ad-

vanced tools. What we are talking about here 

is empowering the next wave of thinking 

professionals. Do pilots and surgeons ana-

lyse information in Excel when they need 

to make a split-second decision? Or do 

they simply glance at equipment consoles 

to assess the status of current conditions?

Leave the tools to the people who need 

to pour over the data and provide simple 

BI apps for everybody else. Toyota calls it 

‘visual controls’ (Toyota Way Principle 7) 

- bits of information, presented in context, 

that encourage you to act or react.

This brings up another important re-

quirement. These apps shouldn’t just 

present information. They should offer 

advice, such as indicating whether or not 

a condition is acceptable and providing 

guidance about what to do next. In every 

business, important events happen dur-

ing the execution of core operational 

processes. Yet few companies have the 

ability to detect and respond to these 

events the moment they take place. This 

leaves them unable to act decisively when 

critical business conditions occur, such 

as a complaint filed by a large customer, 

the receipt of a large sales order or the 

onset of hazardous weather conditions 

that may delay deliveries.

Such apps bring business intelligence 

and operational processes together to 

empower people to react to critical 

business events immediately. That’s the 

promise of pervasive BI.

http://www.siemon.com.au
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       work

VM backup and recovery 10 times faster for 
medicos after upgrade

W
estern Health has adopted a virtual machine (VM) 

backup and replication solution in order to make 

sure data is available for patient care.

Western Health is a public provider of medical 

services for people living in western metropolitan Melbourne, Australia. 

The organisation has 6000 employees and supports four hospitals, 

two aged-care facilities and a drug and alcohol treatment centre.

High availability of data is critical to patient care, so Western 

Health used Microsoft Hyper-V to virtualise nearly all of the 

systems and applications on its physical servers. Approximately 

250 VMs, which run on a Cisco UCS solution for EMC VSPEX, 

support electronic medical records, document processing and 

web interfaces. Having an efficient ICT infrastructure is key for 

Western Health, because its facilities operate around the clock, 

every day of the year.

In addition to being an early adopter of virtualisation, Western 

Health was a beta user and launch partner for Windows Server 

2012. When it experienced data recoverability constraints with 

its legacy VM backup tool, team members began looking for a 

new solution.

The legacy backup tool required agents, meaning VMs were 

restarted unnecessarily whenever agents were upgraded. Licensing 

and deploying new agents was expensive and time-consuming as well. 

The legacy tool also required backups to be routed via the backup 

server, rather than go directly to Western Health’s deduplication 

storage appliance, causing bottlenecks that decreased backup speed. 

In addition, the legacy backup tool required the entire host to be 

restarted - even if the problem was within a single VM - causing 

the host to miss the weekly backup window, which presented 

significant risks.

“Our legacy backup tool did not support the modern architecture 

of our virtual environment,” said Cameron McBride, manager, systems 

and software solutions at Western Health. “We had several criteria 

for a new backup and recovery solution: it had to be designed 

specifically for virtual environments, support Hyper-V, provide 

fast backup and recovery, be agentless and back up directly to our 

deduplication storage appliance.”

Western Health chose Veeam Backup & Replication to protect 

its Hyper-V environment and ensure data is always available for 

patient care.

“Veeam offered support for Hyper-V much earlier than other 

vendors, which allowed us to back up our Hyper-V VMs shortly after 

we installed a beta version of Windows Server 2012,” McBride said.

The vendor also offered multi-hypervisor support earlier than 

other vendors, he said.

“We have a very small VMware environment for applications 

that can’t be virtualised on Hyper-V, so using one backup solution 

for both environments is very efficient.”

McBride said VM backup and recovery are considerably faster 

with the new solution, and because it’s storage-agnostic, it can back 

up directly to Western Health’s deduplication storage appliance, 

meaning the previous bottlenecks are gone.

“Since we work in a 24x7x365 environment, our aim is to have 

the least amount of impact on production servers when backing 

up VMs,” he explained.

“We have found [the new solution] to be 10 times faster in 

both backup and recovery, and it’s less CPU-intensive compared to 

our previous backup tools. Backing up directly to the duplication 

appliance lets us fully utilise the bandwidth we allocated for backup, 

so backup speed has increased significantly.”

The solution is licensed per CPU socket. There are no per-

application, per-VM or per-host fees. Licences can be purchased for 

any mix of hypervisors and can be swapped between hypervisors 

free of charge.
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The data centre as castle
Digital communities behind the firewall

A N A LY S E 
T H I S

T
he concept of a community is not 

a new one. It’s been the bedrock 

of civilisation for centuries. In 

recent years, management authors 

have borrowed the concept from sociology 

and developed ideas like ‘communities of 

practice’ in their quest for more efficient 

and effective running of organisations and 

the fostering of innovation. The term has 

found its way into IT with concepts such 

as the ‘online community’. With the advent 

of the internet, it has been interesting to 

observe the creation of virtual - rather 

than physical - communities. Virtual and 

physical communities each have their own 

advantages and disadvantages. Sometimes 

we overlook the fact that physical geo-

graphic communities have advantages that 

can’t currently be replicated by distributed 

virtual ones.

Communities afford a number of advan-

tages. They provide: protection and order 

for their members; an environment for 

economic and social development; and 

access to resources (like information), 

security and joint infrastructure. In a 

community, individuals are able to do 

things that they otherwise wouldn’t be 

able to do. Communities are synergistic: 

not only are groups able to achieve more 

than an individual, but also more than the 

individual contributions of the individuals. 

There are particular advantages that close 

proximity gives, particularly the speed at 

which information is exchanged and the 

connectivity that is enabled.

One of the challenges faced by enterprise 

IT since its inception has been convincing 

the executive of IT’s role beyond that of a 

cost centre with an efficiency focus. In an 

IDC ANZ survey of 675 C-suite executives 

conducted in May 2013, 53.5% of CFOs 

surveyed did not view IT as a competitive 

differentiator. This means that they did not 

view IT as major contributor to innova-

tion and the development of unique core 

capabilities - the prerequisites for achiev-

ing and maintaining strategic competitive 

advantage. It suggests that many advocates 

of IT, principally the CIO and IT manag-

ers, still have their work cut out for them 

in terms of convincing their organisation’s 

executive of the strategic relevance of IT. 

Such an understanding is critical for how 

IT is perceived within the organisation and 

the potential roles that it can play.

In an ANZ survey of 420 end users of data 

centres in 2012, IDC found that the main 

reasons enterprises were moving their data 

centres off-premises were for operational 

reasons, not strategic ones. 24% of re-

spondents considered the CAPEX costs of 

building new facilities or upgrading existing 

ones to be too high. 16% of respondents 

were attracted to the redundancy and as-

surances of connectivity that their provider 

promised. Another 16% of respondents had 

increasing power demands that couldn’t be 

met in-house. Finally, 11% of respondents 

lacked the necessary space or real estate to 

scale their needs.

However, in order to contribute to the 

organisation’s competitive advantage, the 

reason for the decision must add value to 

core capabilities. CIOs and IT managers 

need to look beyond the traditional IT 

terrain of efficiencies and costs for more 

compelling strategic reasons to move 

enterprise data centres off-premises. The 

existence of and potential for participa-

tion in a data centre community will be 

a potential opportunity for CIOs and IT 

managers to add competitive value for their 

organisations.

In ANZ, various types of communities 

(both virtual/digital and physical) are being 

fostered behind the walls of third-party 

data centres. These communities vary in 

terms of focus, scope, reach and catalyst 

for development.

The Australian Liquidity Centre (ALC) - a 

separate business unit of the ASX - has 

developed a digital financial trading com-

munity behind the walls (and firewalls) of 

its Sydney data centre. In the data centre 

sits the servers (matching engines) for the 

ASX and other financial markets. These 

markets (and their associated data reposi-

tories) serve as anchors around which an 

internal digital community has been built 

using cross-connects.

The first layer around these anchors are 

the financial brokers, including high-

speed traders for whom closeness to the 

exchange has always been important, and 

for whom being part of a community is 

an industry legacy. Around this layer is a 

second, consisting of market data providers 

and service providers for the industry. The 

various stakeholders in each of the markets 

cross-connect across markets to form a 

financial markets ecosystem. Participants 

in the community outside the data centre 
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Adjunct Lecturer in Management at Charles 
Sturt University. He researches widely in a 
diverse range of technology and management 
areas, including CXO research, data centres, 
managed print services and the mid-market.

are still able to connect via ASX-Net or a 

communications link. Customers chose to 

co-locate their servers in the ALC not just 

to reduce latency, but also for the access 

and availability afforded.

Equinix has developed a similar financial 

trading community around Chi-X, an 

alternative exchange in the Australian cash 

equities market. Equinix is also using its 

international network of data centres and 

communications network density to de-

velop international non-financial commu-

nities. An example of this is the company’s 

internet advertising community which links 

ad exchanges, demand side platforms and 

ad networks through the internal Equinix 

network to reduce latency and associated 

bidding times. The company also leverages 

its international network of data centres to 

create an international supply chain com-

munity through its Marketplace service. 

This service facilitates market and partner-

ing connections between internal Equinix 

customers which can then be supported 

by internal network connectivity.

Communities can be fostered through the 

efforts of the data centre facility provider. 

They can also develop more organically 

between data centre tenants. In Equinix, 

enterprises and cloud service providers 

such as Amazon Web Services (AWS Direct 

Connect) cross-connect with each other. In 

iseek’s Brisbane and Sydney data centres, 

as well as its network of partners across 

Australia, significant business communities 

have developed organically. In Sydney, a 

number of cloud providers including CN 

Group, ITonCloud, ASE IT and Data People 

have cross-connected with each other to 

work on mutual business opportunities 

within iseek. Tenants are also able to 

cross-connect with private clouds within 

iseek utilising their national MPLS network.

The general trend in the IT industry is 

towards geographical independence of the 

computing experience through mobility 

and the cloud. However, there is still a 

strategic place for geographically bound 

infrastructure. In the future, the develop-

ment of communities within data centres 

will escalate. Data centre providers need 

to be aware of this phenomenon and to 

consider strategically which communities 

they wish to proactively engage with, foster 

and encourage. Other industries where 

communities are developing or may exist 

include health care (iseek), pharmaceuticals 

and government (Metronode), but there are 

potentially many more. A characteristic of 

some data centre provider fostered com-

munities is some sort of anchor.

This anchor may be a key piece of infrastruc-

ture such as network POP or supercom-

puter, a particular central tenant or a data 

repository. The most effective engineered 

communities seem to be those that are open 

rather than closed, where even competitors 

are permitted to participate. Enterprises and 

service providers need to be aware that a 

potential community may exist for a data 

centre-based community in their industry. 

Participation in such a community has the 

potential to contribute to organisational 

strategic outcomes, not just operational, 

and should be a factor when deciding on 

a third-party data centre provider.
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Google’s “privatised surveillance” breaks Dutch law

The Dutch Data Protection Authority has found Google to be 

breaking local laws with its practice of combining users’ personal 

data across its numerous web services.

The authority has asked Google to attend a hearing and will then 

decide whether to take any enforcement measures.

“Google spins an invisible web of our personal data, without our 

consent. And that is forbidden by law,” Dutch DPA chairman Jacob 

Kohnstamm said in a statement.

Changes to Google’s privacy policy made in March 2012 state 

that the company can aggregate data from across services for 

purposes including website analytics, 

the delivery of personalised ads and 

the personalisation of services.

But the authority’s report finds that 

Google “does not adequately inform 

users about the fact that it combines 

personal data from different services”, 

as required by Dutch law.

It states that Google has “failed to 

put adequate safeguards in place to 

ensure that the combining of data is 

strictly limited to what is necessary in 

the context of the legitimate purposes 

and that the data subject’s right to 

protection of their privacy prevails”.

A key finding of the report, and one which could have implications 

for other markets, is that Google has failed to ensure that its users 

are giving unambiguous consent for their data to be aggregated. 

The company’s argument that people using its services are bound 

by its ToS - and that this represents the giving of consent - does not 

hold water, the report says.

“It is evident from the legislative history that unambiguous consent 

cannot be obtained through general terms of service ... Consent - 

unambiguous or otherwise - [also] requires the information to be 

specific and the data subject to be informed.”

The authority’s findings are influenced by the fact that Google 

services are so ubiquitous in the Netherlands. The report states 

that it is “almost impossible” for a Dutch web user not to interface 

with Google.

Google search has a market share of over 90%, its Android OS 

captures 69% of the nation’s smartphone market and Dutch web 

users would be hard pressed to avoid the more than 2 million 

websites worldwide that use Google advertising cookies.

IBRS advisor Guy Cranswick expects Google’s sheer scale to play an 

increasing role in its tussles with international regulators. “Politicians 

are getting wise, after the event, of how powerful corporations are 

that use transfer pricing, use tax minimisation schemes, limit privacy 

that is counter to prevailing legal convention - and are examining 

their role,” he said.

“Google’s scale means regulators must make governance a priority 

because the trade-off in Google’s services may not be worth the price.”

The finding by Dutch authorities could thus pose problematic 

precedent for Google elsewhere in the EU, Cranswick said. “[This 

case is] about the combined effect, the aggregation, of data into 

connections from which various uses 

can or are imputed to be made ... 

The EU is likely to be the centre of 

disputes and investigations” into 

Google’s data handling practices, 

he said.

A company the size of Google may 

have little to fear from the kinds 

of fines national data protection 

regulators are empowered to 

impose. But Cranswick said Google 

will still be taking the investigation 

seriously.

“Taking Microsoft’s own problems in 

the 1990s as a guide, any fines are 

a cost of business and additional laws to stop certain behaviour 

or actions are accepted or worked through with regulators and 

lobbyists,” he said. “The bigger concern for Google are laws that 

stop [data aggregation] because this is essential to the company’s 

core operation.”

The Dutch case is not at all comparable to a French court’s recent 

verdict that Google must automatically filter out scandalous images 

of former Formula One boss Max Mosley from search results, he 

added.

“The Mosley case was tabloid titillation, this is about much more 

- effectively privatised surveillance. The rights of the users are 

waived and they have no recourse over their own data, over their 

own privacy.”

In a statement emailed to various news agencies, Google defended 

its privacy policy, arguing that the policy “respects European law and 

allows us to create simpler, more effective services”.

The statement adds that the company has “engaged fully with 

the Dutch DPA throughout this process and will continue to do so 

going forward.”
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